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WORLD SPENDING ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS
SURPASSES $1 TRILLION PER DECADE
Introduction
Building upon the two definitive studies of U.S. nuclear weapons spending (Brookings
Institution’s Atomic Audit: The Costs and Consequences of U.S. Nuclear Weapons Since 1940 and
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace’s Nuclear Security Spending: Assessing Costs,
Examining Priorities), this report casts a wider net to capture the entire world’s spending on nuclear
weapons programs.1 The principal finding: a massive expenditure will be made over the next decade.
Chart 1: Total Military and Nuclear Weapons Spending 2010-2011
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Note: Figures in billions of US dollars. Core costs refer to researching, developing, procuring, testing, operating, maintaining,
and upgrading the nuclear arsenal (weapons and their delivery vehicles) and its key nuclear command-control-communications
and early warning infrastructure; full costs add unpaid/deferred environmental and health costs, missile defenses assigned to
defend against nuclear weapons, nuclear threat reduction and incident management. Not included are air defenses, antisubmarine warfare and nuclear-weapons related intelligence and surveillance expenses. Primary sources: SIPRI Military
Expenditure Database; IISS Military Balance; CIA World Factbook, and other sources identified in the text of this report.

The 8.5 nuclear weapons countries (North Korea is half-way there) are passing a new
milestone this year by collectively spending approximately one hundred billion dollars on their
nuclear programs. This conservatively estimated expenditure represents about 9 percent of their
total annual military spending.
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At this rate the nuclear-armed states will spend, conservatively estimated, at least one
trillion dollars on nuclear weapons and their direct support systems over the next decade.2 It
will likely go significantly higher as numerous modernization programs underway are ramped
up. It would go higher still if the true intentions of many non-nuclear weapons countries could
be divined and their secret weapons programs added to the total.3
United States and Russia: No Post-Cold War Nuclear Peace Dividend
For the United States and Russia, spending will increase in spite of their recent
ratification of the New START agreement and their continuing cuts in the overall size of their
nuclear arsenals. Much of this upsurge stems from decisions by both nations to upgrade and
replace aging nuclear production factories, missiles, submarines, and bombers.
Despite a shrinking arsenal (see Figure 1 below), the United States plans to increase its
investment in nuclear weapons infrastructure by 21 percent, at a cost of $85 billion over the next
decade (see Figure 2 below), and to spend an additional $100 billion on upgrading strategic nuclear
forces during this period.4 A new factory to build plutonium pits and another to produce uranium
for bombs will cost upwards of $13 billion or more. $10 billion will be spent on overhauling
thousands of older nuclear bombs –the so-called life extension program. While continuing to rebuild its long-range land-based missiles, the United States will spend nearly $1 billion this year and
$10 billion during the rest of the decade in long-lead investment for a new strategic submarine fleet
whose ship-building cost for the 12 boats will exceed $100 billion. The United States will then
spend untold billions to operate the armada during its 50-year planned lifespan (2030 until 2080!).5
Using the cost accounting methodology applied to U.S. nuclear budgets by the
aforementioned exhaustive studies, it is estimated that the U.S. core and full costs of its nuclear
arsenal for 2011 are 34 and 61.3 billion dollars, respectively. (As noted earlier, core costs refer to
research, developing, procuring, testing, operating, maintaining, and upgrading the nuclear arsenal
and its key nuclear command-control-communications and early warning infrastructure; full costs
add unpaid/deferred environmental and health costs, missile defenses assigned to defend against
nuclear weapons, nuclear threat reduction and incident management. Not included in either cost
categories are air defenses, anti-submarine warfare and nuclear-weapons related intelligence and
surveillance expenses.) This represents largely inflationary growth over previous years. The
extensive U.S. plans for modernization of its nuclear infrastructure and forces noted above will
ensure that this budget growth continues on its upward trajectory.
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As noted in the chart footnote, the trillion dollars per decade estimate does not count nuclear-related intelligence and
surveillance expenditures, nor spending on dual-purpose programs such as air defenses and anti-submarine warfare
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The estimate omits, for obvious methodological reasons, the secret spending of nuclear aspirants in the closet who may
be investing vast sums in ostensible civilian nuclear facilities – reactors, plutonium re-processing and uranium
enrichment facilities – with a view to switching their use to nuclear weapons production. For the same methodological
reason, we cannot reliably identify the missiles, planes, and submarines that nuclear aspirants are procuring with a secret
dual-use purpose of someday accommodating a nuclear payload.
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Russia finds itself in a much deeper hole in terms of the obsolescence of its strategic
nuclear forces. With the bulk of its geriatric arsenal reaching the end of its lifespan during the
next five years, Russia is launching a veritable crash program to churn out a new generation
of rockets and submarines to replace it. This is an urgent program to maintain rough parity
with the United States. Russia has been retiring so many missile launchers that its total
arsenal size has already fallen below the New Start treaty limits required to be met by 2018.
To offset the decline, Russia recently announced a substantial boost in nuclear arms
production spending over the next decade. Russia will spend $70 billion on new strategic
arms through 2020 – a fleet of new strategic submarines, silo- and mobile- land-based
rockets, warhead production and maintenance by the Rosatom nuclear complex, and
supporting command-control systems.6 This average annual spending of $6.5 billion on new
armaments represents 10 percent of Russia’s defense budget. Additional core costs for
maintaining Russia’s thousands of tactical nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles, for
building and deploying new early warning satellites, and other operational expenses for the
strategic and tactical nuclear forces raise the total core cost in 2011 to $9.8 billion. In
addition, the associated costs of Russia’s nuclear-armed missile defense system ringing
Moscow plus related missile defense research and development costs, plus environmental and
health costs associated with nuclear weapons production and disposal are estimated to bring
the total full cost to $18.5 billion for 2011.7
A leading Russian nuclear expert describes this investment as an unwise attempt to
replicate the Soviet strategic force structure. In his view, “… Russia will eventually find itself
in the same situation as the Soviet Union did – with a pile of expensive hardware that is
useless as far as the security of the country is concerned.”8
China: Patient Modernization Through 2050
China is well into a very long-term program of armed forces modernization
(programmed to run through 2050!) that in the next decade will produce 5 new strategic
submarines and an armada of long-range mobile rockets on land (growing its arsenal from
190 weapons today to upwards of 250-300 over the period).
Chinese spending on its military in general as well as its nuclear forces in particular
is, however, very difficult to estimate with precision. China’s officially announced defense
budget – $92 billion for 2011 – excludes a wide range of military items typically included in
Western nations’ defense budgets – items such as nuclear weapons and strategic rocket
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programs, according to an authoritative study.9 A host of other factors ranging from currency
exchange issues to the difficulty of capturing the relative spending power of the Chinese
military lead to significant discrepancies in the estimates.10 As a result, the U.S. Pentagon
typically doubles the official Chinese estimate.
An authoritative source on worldwide military spending – the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute – estimates that China spent $114 billion on defense in
2010.11 Since China’s officially declared increase over 2010 is 13 percent, our report
estimates that China will spend a total of $129 billion on its military forces in 2011.
Chinese spending specifically on nuclear forces is even more opaque than the overall
defense budget. The 2011 budget reportedly gives preferential treatment to the branch
(Second Artillery) that operates the vast majority of nuclear-armed forces and all of the
strategic nuclear missile forces.12 According to a leading Indian analyst of nuclear weapons
issues, Brigadier (ret.) Vijai K Nair, China’s budget for its nuclear weapons has been
maintained constantly at 5 percent of overall defense expenditure in modern times, at least
through 2004.13 This is only about one-half the typical average 10 percent level of the
majority of countries. (In the early stage of China’s nuclear program it spent nearly 100
percent of its defense budget on nuclear programs, and similarly France spent as much as 30
percent of its total defense budget on its nuclear program in the early stage.) The steady
program of modernization of China’s nuclear forces suggests a continuation of this pattern
into the future with incremental growth in the nuclear budget in proportion to the steady
increases in the overall defense budget. Based in part on Nair’s assessment, we
conservatively estimate Chinese core nuclear cost at $6.4 billion in 2011, and its full cost at
$7.6 billion. The latter probably understates the environmental and health costs incurred by
China, but reflects the relatively lower environmental standards upheld by China.
France: Idling in a Discomfort Zone
France’s nuclear engine is idling for the foreseeable future with only modest
modernization underway. While dedicating one of France’s fourth generation of strategic
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submarines in 2008 (named Le Terrible of the “Triomphant” class), President Sarkozy
announced that France would continue drawing down the number of its nuclear warheads
carried by airplanes, leaving a total arsenal of less than 300 weapons.14 France has also
begun to work closely with the United Kingdom in the area of nuclear weapons stockpile
maintenance using computer simulation, a collaboration that will mainly ease the pressure on
the U.K. defense budget because the French Atomic Energy Commission facilities will
conduct the simulation work and relieve the U.K. of building duplicate facilities.15 The
French will charge for the service, however, thereby subsidizing a program whose annual
cost exceeds one-half billion dollars.16
Although details of France’s nuclear budget are not publicly available, reliable
aggregate figures have been provided by a leading French nuclear analyst, Bruno Tertrais. He
disclosed that “…. on average, France’s nuclear defense budget for 2003-2008 (in the fiveyear defense plan voted by Parliament in 2002) was planned to be 2.8 billion Euros ($3.8
billion) per year. The 2007 nuclear defense budget includes 3.36 billion Euros ($4.6 billion)
for program authorizations, including 1.31 billion Euros ($1.8 billion) for the Commissariat
a` l’E´nergie Atomique (CEA), and 3.27 billion Euros ($4.6 billion) for payment credits,
including 1.26 billion Euros ($1.7 billion) for the CEA.”17
There are downward pressures on France’s nuclear budget which, however, France
has resisted on policy grounds.18 This report projects a steady rate of spending at around $4.7
billion and $6.0 billion in 2011 for core and full costs, respectively, reflecting only slight
inflationary increases over 2010.
United Kingdom: Facing A Costly Decision on Modernization
The United Kingdom’s nuclear arsenal today consists of four aging Trident
submarines whose operational running costs were projected to be $3.4 billion in 2010-2011.
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reiterated that the UK has no more than 160 operationally available warheads, and announced
that the total number will not exceed 225.20
A UK decision whether to buy a new set of four submarines to replace its aging
Trident fleet, at an estimated cost of $35-40 billion, must be made in 2016. A Ministry of
Defense White Paper (December 2006) earlier recommended that a UK nuclear arsenal
should be maintained and that a new submarine fleet should be built to extend this mission
into the 2040s (later increased to the 2060s).21 The paper estimated the costs for this option at
$24-32 billion based on ship-building costs of up to $22.4 billion, $5 billion for refurbishing
warheads, $5 billion for infrastructure, and $400 million to participate with the United States
in the Trident D5 missile life extension program.
In 2011, Defense Minister Liam Fox stated that inflation (rather than cost growth)
could drive the price of constructing the replacement fleet up to $40 billion by the time the
first submarines entered service in 2028 even without missiles, warheads or running costs.22
Assuming the decision to proceed or cancel the program is made in 2016, the near future
costs of the program would consist largely of the contracts let for the early design work. Defense
Minister Fox recently announced the start of this phase at a cost of approximately $5 billion.23
In addition, very substantial costs for decommissioning submarines and nuclear
reactors and other infrastructure will be incurred over the next decade and beyond. The “UK
Ministry of Defence Consolidated Departmental Resource Accounts 2009-2010” presents the
following information which largely falls into the environmental and health component of the
full cost of the UK nuclear weapons program.24
UK MoD Consolidated Department Resource Accounts 2009-2010 (Nuclear Items)
Item
Cost in GBP
Increase in nuclear and other decommissioning provisions
436,792,000
Nuclear decommissioning
4,736,802,000
Nuclear decommissioning after 2021
2,990,675,000
Ministry of Defence’s nuclear liabilities
9,343,264,000
Nuclear risks and decontamination
485,294,000
Costs, including support services for submarines
2,574,814,000
Total
20,567,641,000
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Based upon the figures given above for annual operating costs for the current strategic
submarine fleet, new contracts for early design work on the replacement fleet, and the
decommissioning and other costs identified in the table above, this report estimates the UK
nuclear budget in 2011 at $4.5 billion (core) and $5.5 billion (full).
India and Pakistan: Nuclear Gang-Busters
In South Asia, an unprecedented nuclear build-up is underway and gaining
momentum spurred by Pakistan’s break-neck effort to double its already sizable arsenal over
the next decade (rising from 125 weapons today to 250-350 over the next 5-10 years). India is
playing serious catch-up with new land-based rockets and a new strategic submarine in its
mix of delivery systems after a decade of sluggish growth (its current small arsenal of 25
weapons will increase to 100 over the next 5-10 years).
Pakistan has the fastest growing nuclear weapons program in the world, according to
U.S. officials cited by a leading American nuclear expert, David Albright.25 With 120-130
thousand people directly involved in its nuclear weapons production and nuclear-armed
missile program,26 Pakistan is completing construction on two new plutonium reactors (less
than 100 miles from the scene of fighting between the Army and the Taliban) and building
other infrastructure.27
Pakistan does not officially reveal the cost of its secret nuclear program. In 2009, a
credible assessment by an investigative journalist with expertise in the subject provided
information on which we can calculate the overall nuclear program budget (weapons and
missile delivery systems) to be approximately $781 million – $300 million for the Pakistan
Atomic Energy Commission and $481 million for the strategic missile delivery system. 28
This sum represents 10 percent of Pakistan’s annual defense budget ($7.9 billion)29.
Independently, an American expert on the Pakistani nuclear program suggested that Pakistan
spends up to 10 percent of its defense budget on nuclear forces.30 This report assumes that the
current budget pressure on the Pakistani program is containing cost growth in 2011; core and
full costs are estimated at $800 million and $2 billion, respectively. The health and
25
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environmental consequences of Pakistan’s recent expansion of its infrastructure constitute a
significant cost which can be expected to grow rapidly as new plutonium factories come on
line. Furthermore, core spending on the nuclear program is likely to grow significantly for the
rest of the decade as Pakistan undertakes a rapid build-up, perhaps by two- or three-fold, of
its arsenal.31
India’s nuclear program is largely keyed to China’s and to a lesser extent to
Pakistan’s, and both of India’s nuclear rivals are expanding their arsenals sufficiently to
stimulate India’s program. India has always minimized the role of nuclear weapons in its
national security strategy, and consequently was slow to acquire an arsenal and restrained in
the size of the arsenal it built. The impetus to expand the arsenal is stronger today, however.
India’s modernization program already has considerable momentum yielding as much as a
four-fold increase in the Indian arsenal over the next decade.
India, like Pakistan, keeps its nuclear budget under wraps. Very few details are
publicly known about the program, and its cost is rarely discussed in public. One published
estimate contends that the Indian program, very conservatively estimated, costs 0.5 percent of
annual GDP.32 Using $1.538 trillion dollars as the GDP of India, this would mean that India
spends about $7.7 billion on nuclear weapons at purchasing power parity exchange rates.
This would represent 22 percent of India’s overall defense budget, a proportion that exceeds
Pakistan’s ratio of nuclear to overall spending by a factor of two, and China’s ratio by a
factor of four.
This report assumes that India’s nuclear spending does not exceed 10 percent of its
overall military spending, a fraction in line with current Pakistani allocations. India’s nuclear
budget would thus be about $3.8 for core costs, which is about 60 percent of China’s nuclear
budget. We estimate the full cost to be $4.9 billion.
Israel and North Korea: Opaque Nuclear Programs and Budgets
These nations run their nuclear weapons programs under a thick veil of secrecy. Any
estimates of their spending on these weapons are subject to wide margins of error. Their
programs are certainly small enough, however, that inaccuracies in estimates would have
negligible effect on the general conclusion that the nine nuclear weapons countries are
spending approximately one trillion dollars per decade at minimum at the current levels of
their spending.
The Israeli nuclear program has concentrated on acquiring a fleet of 5-6 submarines
capable of firing nuclear-armed cruise missiles, and stationing 3 of them in the Persian Gulf
to project a nuclear threat at Israel’s current and only nuclear-capable adversary – Iran.33 The
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latest models of these boats and their weapons systems run into the billion-dollar range for
each, though Germany has absorbed a substantial portion of the costs. Israel also possesses
aircraft and land-based ballistic missiles capable of delivering its nuclear arsenal, whose size
was estimated by the U.S. Pentagon to be about 80 weapons with only modest projected
increases through 2020 (although Israel possesses enough fissile material to build up to 115190 warheads).34 We estimate the core and full cost of Israel’s arsenal in 2011 to be $1.5
billion and $1.9 billion, respectively.
North Korea has conducted two nuclear tests and produced enough plutonium for up
to a dozen fission bombs,35 and is developing infrastructure to enrich uranium to build
nuclear bombs. It does not yet possess the capability to deliver atomic bombs using longrange missiles, but this is clearly their delivery system of choice and an earnest effort is
underway to develop this capability. The core and full cost of this program are estimated at
$500 and $700 million, respectively. The former represents about 6 percent of North Korea’s
military spending ($8.8 billion in 2009, the last available reliable estimate of total military
spending, which represents about 33 percent of the country’s national income spent on the
military).36
Conclusion: Upward Trending Nuclear Spending World-wide
The United States is moving into a phase of nuclear modernization that will entail
greater spending on nuclear weapons than at any time since the Cold-War Reagan years, and
much of the rest of the nuclear-armed world is undergoing similar upgrading of their arsenals
at increasing cost. Conservatively estimated, the aggregate spending on nuclear weapons by
the nine nuclear weapons countries over the next decade will exceed one trillion dollars.
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